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BonaireA Diver’s Paradise

Text and photos by JP Bresser
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The small island of Bonaire 
is part of the island group 
called the Dutch Caribbean 
and is located in the south-
ern part of the Caribbean Sea 
near the coast of Venezuela. 
Bonaire is formed by volcanic 
rock about 60 million years 
ago and later covered with 
coral stone. These processes 
created a landscape with hills 
in the northwest, terraces in 
the middle and flatland in the 
south. 

The first inhabitants of Bonaire were 
Caiquetio Indians who reached the 

island from Venezuela about 1000 
A.D. On the east coast of Bonaire, 
remains of these Indians can still be 
found in the form of rock paintings. 
In 1499, the Spanish claimed Bonaire.
Because there was no gold or other 
precious metal on the island and 
because the conditions meant no 
agricultural possibilities, the Spanish 
decided not to build a colony. The 
local Indians were captured and 
brought away as slaves to work on 
plantations in South America. In 1526, 
the Spanish brought cattle to the 
island, which is the main reason you 
can encounter donkeys and goats 
in the wild. In 1633, the Dutch con-
quered Bonaire from the Spanish and 
brought slaves to the island to work in 
salt extraction; the slaves lived in very 
small huts (about two meters high), 
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which can still be found near the seashore 
in the southern part of the island.
 Bonaire is 40 kilometers in length and 12 
kilometers wide and today has a popu-
lation of around 14,500. The official lan-
guage is Dutch. About 75 percent of the 
locals speak Papiamento, which is a mix 
of Dutch, Spanish and Portuguese; but 
also English and Spanish are widely spo-
ken. The main resources of income on the 
Island are salt extraction, which is done in 
the south of the island in an environmen-
tally friendly way, and of course, tourism. 
Bonaire is well known for its underwater 
parks and popular with divers worldwide, 
so it is not surprising that all the license 
plates of the cars in Bonaire state: “Divers 
paradise”.
 I’ve been coming back to Bonaire for 
several years now; the combination of the 
friendly climate, the relaxed atmosphere, 
the easy diving and the relative small size 
of the island make for a perfect hideaway 

Bonairetravel
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to recharge one’s battery. 
 Do not expect a vivid nightlife or big tourist 
attractions; the sister islands of Curacao and 
Aruba are far better suited for this. What you do 
find on Bonaire is unlimited diving with a nice 
diversity in locations and conditions. Why unlim-
ited? Unlimited because you can dive almost 
everywhere without going on a boat, or travel 
for lengths of time. 
 The coastline on the west part of the island is 
covered with dive sites that are all marked with 
yellow stones at the side of the road, printed 
with the names of the sites on them—names 
such as Alice in Wonderland, Pink Beach, 
Weber’s Joy, Small Wall, etc, offer easy access 

captions this page...
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to a wide variety of dive locations. Just 
park your car near the water, put on your 
gear and walk in the blue and warm 
water. 
 The conditions near the shoreline are 
more or less similar on most of the west 
side of the island; a short and shallow 
area followed by a wall dropping down 
to an average depth of 30-35 meters 
where a sandy and less interesting bot-
tom stretches out. At some locations, the 
area is followed by a second and deeper 
reef. In the shallow part, gardens of sea 
fans and Elkhorn coral can be found 
including a wide variety of smaller reef 
fish. 
 This shallow part can offer an unex-

pected encounter with a large barra-
cuda, one or more sea turtles and even 
feeding eagle rays, which, if approached 
with care, can be an experience never 
to forget. 
 The wall is covered with an abundance 
of corals is a variety of colors and sizes. 
Big schools of fish travel this part of the 
reef and add to the sensation of flying 
though fairytale forrests.

Salt peer
A very special place to dive but unfortu-
nately officially forbidden is the salt peer. 
This dive site, which lies in the southern 
part of the island, is actually the location 
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where the salt extraction process is done and easy to 
locate by the big white salt pyramids breaking the land-
scape. 
 A long peer leads out from these piles of salt to where 
the water is deep enough for the huge tankers to come 
in and collect the salt. The countless number of pillars 
the peer is build upon form a cathedral underwater 
where huge schools of fish play in the scattered rays of 
sunlight that dance between the pillars, creating a sur-
real ambiance. 
 When really lucky, large schools of tarpons can be 
found here, hunting the smaller fish. Tarpons are big 
silver coastal fish that can grow up to two meters and 
weigh more than 150 kilograms. Any encounter espe-
cially with large groups of them can be an impressive 
and even intimidating experience. Normally, you would 
need an official guide to dive the salt peer, which can 
be booked by any of the dive schools around the island.

Wrecks
Some wrecks can be found near the shore of Bonaire, 
and one, which is easily accessible and divable, is the 
Hilma Hooker. She was sunk on purpose after a turbulent 
career which ended smuggling drugs and serves a sec-
ond life as an attraction for visiting divers. She lies on her 
starboard side starting at a depth of 18 meters with her 
deepest point lying at around 30 meters, making up for 
an easy and relaxed dive. There are lots of nice spots on 
the wreck, which make great photo or video opportuni-
ties, and encounters with big barracudas, or tarpons, 
are no rarity.
 A special location that offers great opportunities 
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for a more ‘technical ‘ dive is the wreck 
of the Mairi Bahn, better known as the 
Windjammer or Ghostship wreck. The Mairi 
Bahn sunk in 1912 after a questionable 
explosion to a depth of around 60 meters. 
She deserved the nickname Ghostship after 
stories of local islanders plundering the sink-
ing ship, cursing the island with a revenge 
on the people and their families involved 
with these plundering. 
 Ghostship or not, even after her long 
retirement at the seabed she makes up for 
a great dive. If you want to make a dive on 
the Windjammer, be sure to contact Benji 
Schaub from Caribbean Gas Training. He is 
a GUE instructor and has a lot of experience 
diving the wreck and can set you up with 
all the required equipment and gasses. 
 You are not allowed to dive on the wreck 

yourself but need an official guide, another 
good reason to contact Benji who will also 
take care of the necessary paperwork and 
permits for this dive. And believe me, the 
hassle is well worth it. 
 After a short swim from shore you 
descend in to the blue until the contours 
of the wreck, lying on the sandy bottom 
appear. The lady is still beautiful after all 
these years, although her age is starting to 
show. Parts of the hull are collapsed, but her 
shape still recognizable. After about 30 min-
utes of bottom time, we started our decom-
pression, which is actually quite enjoyable 
ascending up the beautiful reef. 

Afterthoughts
So, to top it all up, Bonaire is quite a spe-
cial place to visit, not as crowded as other 

Caribbean islands. Oriented to nature and 
diving, it offers something different. The 
capital of Kralendijk has some really good 
restaurants and bars to spend those after-
diving hours, watching the sun set behind 
the small island of Klein Bonaire. 
 Make sure to pay Washington Slagbaai 
nature sanctuary a visit. It is a safe habitat 
for the terrestrial native and endemic spe-
cies of Bonaire. Parrots, flamingos, para-
keets, iguanas and many other species 
of birds and reptiles can be found in this 
reserve. The beaches inside the park are an 
important nesting ground for all four species 
of sea turtles found in the Caribbean.

For more information, contact JP Bresser at:
www.jpbresser.tv ■

http://www.jpbresser.tv
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History  At one time, the 
Netherlands Antilles were the cent-
er of the Caribbean slave trade. 
But the abolition of slavery in 1863.  
hit island of Curacao hard and its 
prosperity was not restored until the 
early 20th century when oil refin-
eries were constructed to service 
the newly discovered oil fields in 
Venezuela. Shared with France, 
the Netherlands Antilles island of 
Saint Martin—the smallest land 
mass in the world—is named Sint 
Maarten in its southern region and 
Saint Martin in its northern region. 
Government: parliamentary (each 
island has its own government). 
Capital: Willemstad (on Curacao)

Geography  The Netherlands 
Antilles is comprised of two island 
groups in the Caribbean Sea. 
These islands include Curacao 
and Bonaire located off the coast 
of Venezuela, and Sint Maarten, 
Saba, and Sint Eustatius, which lie 
east of the US Virgin Islands. Note: 
the five islands of the Netherlands 
Antilles are divided geographi-
cally into two groups. In the south 
are the Windward Islands group 
(Bonaire and Curacao) and in 
the north, the Leeward Islands) 
group (Saba, Sint Eustatius, and Sint 
Maarten). Coastline: 364km. Terrain: 
generally hilly, volcanic interiors. 
Lowest point: Caribbean Sea 0m. 
Highest point: Mount Scenery 862m. 

Economy  The mainstays of the 

small economy of 
the Netherlands 
Antilles, which is 
closely tied to the 
outside world, 
include tourism, 
petroleum refi-
ning and offshore 
finance. Even 
though GDP has 
fluctuated sli-
ghtly in the past 
eight years, the 
islands enjoy a 
high per capita 
income and a 
well-developed 
infrastructure in 
comparison to 
other countries in 
the region. Most 
of the oil refined 
in the Netherlands 
Antilles comes 
from Venezuela. 
Most consumer 
and capital goods are imported, 
primarily from the US, Italy and 
Mexico. Agriculture is hampered by 
poor soils and inadequate water 
supplies. Reform of the health and 
pension systems of an aging popu-
lation is hampered by budgetary 
problems. Financial aid to support 
the economy is provided by the 
Netherlands. Natural resources: 
phosphates (Curacao only), salt 
(Bonaire only)

Climate  The climate in the 

Netherlands Antilles is tropical, 
relieved by northeast trade winds. 
Natural hazards: hurricanes from 
July to October on Sint Maarten, 
Saba and Sint Eustatius; Curacao 
and Bonaire are rarely threatened 
since they are located south of the 
hurricane belt.

Currency   Netherlands 
Antilles Florin or Guilders (ANG). 
Exchange rates (tied to the USD): 
1USD=1.78ANG, 1EUR=2.47ANG, 
1GBP=2.92ANG, 1SGD=1.22ANG

Population  227,049 (Jul 
2009) Ethnic groups: mixed 
black 85%, other groups 15% 
(including Carib Amerindian, 
white, East Asian). Religion: 
Roman Catholic 72%, 
Pentecostal 4.9%, Protestant 
3.5%, Seventh-Day Adventist 
3.1%, Methodist 2.9%, 
Jehovah’s Witnesses 1.7%, 
other Christian religions 
4.2%, Jewish 1.3%, other or 
unspecified religions 1.2%, 
no religion 5.2% (2001 cen-
sus). Internet users: 2,000 
(2000)

Language  Papiamento 
65.4% (a Spanish-Portuguese-

Dutch-English dialect), English 15.9% 
(widely spoken), Dutch 7.3% (official), 
Spanish 6.1%, Creole 1.6%, other 
languages 1.9% (2001 census). 

Recompression Chamber
San Francisco Hospital 
Kaya Soeur Bartola 2 
Krajliendijk, Bonaire 4444 AB
tel. +599 717 8900

Links  
Tourism Bonaire
www.tourismbonaire.com ■
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